Frequency effects in the processing of unbounded dependencies
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Abstract
The results of several self-paced reading and eye-tracking studies (e.g., Pickering and Traxler, 2003) have been interpreted to suggest that readers do not use verb subcategorization preference as an early means for completing unbounded dependencies. Subsequent papers (e.g., Arai and Keller, 2013) have hypothesized that this finding may actually be due to the frequency of larger syntactic configurations. This paper utilizes a robust statistical model and finds evidence in support of the latter interpretation: apparent lack of sensitivity to subcategorization preference is shown to be explainable by a confounding frequency effect of syntactic configuration.
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Introduction
Unbounded dependencies (e.g., between the book and about in the noun phrase [the book], the author wrote about it) consist of a filler (the book) and an attachment site or gap (it) which can be separated by an unbounded number of words. Since gaps are not overtly represented in sentences, their locations can be temporarily ambiguous (e.g., after wrote or after about). Some researchers have suggested that maintaining such dependencies introduces additional processing difficulty (Chomsky & Miller, 1963; Gibson, 2000). In order to quickly resolve ambiguous unbounded dependencies and ease any potential difficulty, one might expect readers to make full use of the information at their disposal to complete unbounded dependencies as soon as possible.

Several self-paced reading and eye-tracking studies have explored whether readers make use of subcategorization preferences of verbs in order to immediately restrict the hypothesis space of unbounded dependency attachments (Mitchell, 1987; Pickering, Traxler, & Crocker, 2000; van Gompel & Pickering, 2001; Pickering & Traxler, 2003). Subcategorization preference or bias may be ascertained by observing how frequently a verb appears with given argument types (a verb that appears very frequently with a noun phrase (NP) direct object but occasionally without any direct object argument would be deemed an optionally transitive verb with a transitive bias to take NP arguments). The following sentences from Pickering and Traxler (2003) are representative of the stimuli used in such experiments:

(1) That’s the plane that the pilot landed carefully behind in the fog at the airport.

(2) That’s the truck that the pilot landed carefully behind in the fog at the airport.

These authors claim that if readers use subcategorization frequency in processing, the implausibility in (2) of truck as an argument of landed should not cause readers to slow since landed prefers a prepositional phrase (PP) argument to a noun phrase (NP) argument. Instead, readers of (2) do slow down compared to readers of (1) after reading landed, which the authors claim suggests that they have difficulty with the implausible interpretation of (2) that arises from the attachment of the unbounded dependency to the verb in spite of its subcategorization bias (pilots don’t usually land trucks). These previous studies have interpreted such results as an indication that subcategorization frequency is not used by readers when initially resolving unbounded dependencies; rather, readers seem to employ a simple early-attachment heuristic.

This paper reviews recent articles from the psycholinguistics literature which suggest an alternative, frequency-based explanation for this finding. It then goes on to show how a probabilistic context free grammar (PCFG) can be constructed from corpora annotated with unbounded dependencies and used to estimate the frequency effects involved in unbounded dependency processing. This analysis shows that the slow-down in sentences such as (2) may be explained by the frequencies of non-preterminal syntactic configurations which may have a much stronger impact than subcategorization preferences.

Background
Since Pickering and Traxler (2003), a number of studies have revisited the claim that subcategorization is not used by readers in initial attachment of unbounded dependencies. For example, Staub, Clifton, and Frazier (2006) conducted two experiments that explored the time course of processing a particular kind of unbounded dependency: heavy-NP shift constructions. They found that sentences containing an optionally transitive verb with a transitive bias (e.g., The teacher helped immediately [the confused student]) were processed more slowly upon encountering the shifted region than sentences containing an obligatorily transitive verb (e.g., The teacher corrected immediately [the unusual answer]). They interpret their results as evidence that readers adopt a parsing heuristic that disfavors a heavy-NP shift interpretation rather than purely relying on the subcategorization bias of the verb.\(^1\)

\(^1\)While Staub et al. (2006) argue for a serial model of language processing, this paper remains agnostic with respect to whether processing is serial or parallel.
Otherwise, verbs with a transitive bias would force an initial transitive reading to be adopted and so would not yield this pattern of slowing. They point out, however, that their results may have been driven by the infrequency of heavy-NP shift as a construction. That is, the infrequency of heavy-NP shift may overwhelm any transitivity bias of the verb. The PCFG analysis described in this paper may be construed as a formalization of this analysis.

Arai and Keller (2013) suggest a similar frequency explanation of the findings of Pickering and Traxler (2003) based on visual world experiments similar to those of Altmann and Kamide (1999), Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood (2003), and Kamide, Scheepers, and Altmann (2003). By observing where subjects’ eyes moved as they listened to sentences containing transitive or intransitive verbs, they found evidence that subjects do take selectional information into account at the verb. Specifically, plausible arguments and complements are fixated on more frequently than implausible ones when verbs with either subcategorization bias are heard. Based on this finding, they speculated that the findings of studies such as Pickering and Traxler (2003) could be due to the frequency of main clause direct object constructions when compared with the alternative constructions supported by verbal subcategorization, but they did not evaluate this claim.

Finally, Staub (2007) conducted three self-paced reading studies in an attempt to remove confounds from Pickering et al. (2000) and similar studies. By separating the intransitive verbs used in those studies into unaccusative verbs (e.g., *erupt*), which can never take a direct object argument, and unergative verbs (e.g., *sneeze*), which can take direct object arguments under particular circumstances, Staub was able to construct a set of sentences that were truly obligatorily intransitive. When reading a sentence containing an obligatorily intransitive (unaccusative) verb, readers did not show any evidence of attaching the filler of the unbounded dependency to the verb, unlike in the unergative case where there was a slight chance of obtaining a transitive interpretation. This finding indicates that any possibility of transitive interpretation, even when that possibility is very slight, can cause readers to adopt implausible analyses, which suggests that the frequency of a direct object interpretation can overwhelm the lexically-specific bias of a verb.

This paper directly investigates these recent claims that earlier findings of insensitivity to verb subcategorization bias may be due to syntactic configuration frequency. If the probability of a syntactic configuration is defined as the product of the probabilities of its component syntactic configurations and its lexical items, a very small or very large syntactic probability (e.g., that of heavy-NP shift, or the prevalence of direct object complements) could overwhelm verb-specific argument biases.

### Probabilistic Grammars

Probabilities for syntactic configurations can be obtained by assigning probabilities to grammar rules. For example, a prepositional phrase (PP) usually generates a preposition (P) and a noun phrase (NP). Each such rule in the grammar may be assigned a conditional probability based on the frequency with which that parent category generates those child categories in large corpora. The resulting probability-weighted grammar is called a probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG, Booth & Thompson, 1973). The probability of a syntactic configuration can then be estimated as the product of these conditional rule probabilities.

Well-studied algorithms exist for finding and refining PCFGs from data (Petrov, Barrett, Thibaux, & Klein, 2006), and PCFGs have been shown to be useful as a basis for information-theoretic accounts of garden path effects and reading time delays (Jurafsky, 1996; Hale, 2001, 2003, 2006; Levy, 2008). Usually, however, PCFG models have excluded unbounded dependency information because of its inherent complexity. In order to capture unbounded dependency information and still use existing algorithms for obtaining highly accurate PCFGs, this paper uses a generalized categorical grammar (GCG) (Bach, 1981; Nguyen, van Schijndel, & Schuler, 2012), which passes unbounded dependencies from parents to children and so makes the propagation of a gap into a category context-free (solely dependent on whether a gap exists in the parent category and on whether the preceding sibling could serve as a filler).

The Nguyen et al. (2012) GCG encodes gap information using a -g operator added to categories that contain a gap (see Figure 1), so a verb phrase (VP) with a gapped NP argument would be assigned the category VP-gNP and would expand to a child transitive verb (TV) and a gap associated with an NP. To link this gap to the correct filler, this GCG propagates the -g from the sibling category of the filler to each appropriate child in the syntax tree in a fashion similar to the SLASH category of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) (Pollard & Sag, 1994) and other HPSG-like context-free gap notations (Hale, 2001; Lewis & Vasishth, 2005).

---

**Figure 1:** An example syntactic analysis of *The book the author wrote about sold quickly* with a GCG-like treatment of unbounded dependencies. The gap is annotated with $t_i$ in the figure, only. Each category is sensitive to whether it has an unresolved gap within its subtree.

---

[Diagram of syntactic analysis shown here]
Aside from verb subcategorization bias, the difference between the transitive and intransitive interpretations of the sentences in Pickering and Traxler (2003) and related studies is that a transitive interpretation hypothesizes the gap as the complement of the main verb, whereas an intransitive interpretation hypothesizes the gap as the complement of the preposition (see Figure 2). In order to quantify the frequency interactions that may be behind the findings of studies such as Pickering and Traxler (2003), the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) portion of the Penn Treebank corpus of English (Marcus, Santorini, & Marcinkiewicz, 1993) is reannotated using a GCG as described by Nguyen et al. (2012).

Counts of each syntactic configuration in this reannotated corpus indicate that the intransitive interpretation is much less frequent than the transitive interpretation (see Table 1). Since the parse of each interpretation is otherwise equivalent up to the verb, the probability of subjects entertaining each possible interpretation may be computed by taking the product of each grammar rule probability in Table 1 and the probability of a subsequent rule generating the verb from a given preterminal category (since all other relevant grammar rules are common to both interpretations). The probability of a verb being generated from a given preterminal category (TV or IV) is proportional to (∝) the subcategorization bias of the verb divided by the prior probability of the preterminal:

\[
P(\text{Trans}) = P(\text{VP-gNP} \rightarrow \text{VP-gNP PP}) \cdot P(\text{verb} | \text{TV}) = \frac{P(\text{TV} | \text{verb})}{P(\text{TV})} \tag{1}
\]

\[
P(\text{Intrans}) = P(\text{VP-gNP} \rightarrow \text{VP PP-gNP}) \cdot P(\text{verb} | \text{IV}) = \frac{P(\text{IV} | \text{verb})}{P(\text{IV})} \tag{2}
\]

Counts from the reannotated corpus reveal that transitive verbs (TV) are \textit{a priori} 2.6 times as likely as intransitive verbs (IV), so this is used as a normalizing factor in the evaluation.

For ease of comparison, this paper makes use of the bias frequencies obtained during the verb norming study of Pickering and Traxler (2003), which were obtained by asking 90 subjects to write sentences containing the relevant verbs and counting the number of times a verb appeared in a given configuration.\(^3\) As an example, \textit{landed} appeared with an NP 25\% of the time, a PP 40\% of the time, and with neither 35\% of the time. Using the above formula of \textit{rule-bias/prior}, this means the probability of \textit{landed} inducing a transitive NP complement interpretation in subjects is 0.17 · 0.25 / 2.6 = 0.016 compared with the probability of \textit{landed} inducing the intransitive PP complement interpretation in subjects, which is 0.01 · 0.4 / 1 = 0.004. The NP complement interpretation of \textit{landed} is thus 300\% more likely for subjects to adopt than a PP complement interpretation, despite the prima facie bias for \textit{landed} to take a PP complement.

\(^2\)An additional adverb (e.g., \textit{carefully}) is sometimes used to increase the ambiguous region of each sentence during reading experiments. Although the probabilities for rules with and without the adverb are different, including the probabilities of adverbial rules (\textit{VP} → \textit{VP Adv} and \textit{VP-gNP} → \textit{VP-gNP Adv}) and the probabilities of preterminal rules (\textit{VP} → \textit{IV} and \textit{VP-gNP} → \textit{TV}) does not change the direction of the effect reported in this paper and generally increases the magnitude (with preterminal rules, the probability of transitive interpretation: 0.046 and intransitive interpretation: 0.0001; with adverbial rules, probability of transitive interpretation: 0.00078 and intransitive interpretation: 0.0001), so they are omitted for clarity.

\(^3\)Pickering and Traxler (2003) also determined the subcategorization bias of each verb using other norming studies, but the study that yielded the results used in this paper had the largest subject pool. Using one of their other sets of bias results does not significantly affect the results of this paper.
This disparity directly arises from the substantially greater probability of propagating a gap dependency to a VP child than to a PP child. On average, the PP-biased verbs used in Pickering and Traxler (2003) have an intransitive bias of 0.52 and a transitive bias of 0.14, which means the average PP-biased verb is nearly twice as likely to induce a transitive interpretation than an intransitive interpretation in subjects (NP interpretation: 0.17 · 0.14/2.6 = 0.009; PP interpretation: 0.01 · 0.52 = 0.005). Even the second most PP-biased verb used by Pickering and Traxler (2003), searched, which appeared with an NP 15% of the time and with a PP 75% of the time, is more likely to receive an NP interpretation than a PP interpretation (NP interpretation: 0.17 · 0.15/2.6 = 0.01; PP interpretation: 0.01 · 0.75 = 0.008). Lacking a representative number of verbs with a strong enough subcategorization bias to induce a PP-interpretation, it is unsurprising that such studies have failed to observe an effect of verb subcategorization bias.

Discussion

A possible criticism of using frequency probabilities derived from the WSJ corpus is that the lexicon or the distribution of syntactic configurations may not generalize well to other domains (Sekine, 1997; McClosky, 2010). However, the lexeme-specific probabilities used in this study were determined experimentally by Pickering and Traxler (2003), so they do not depend on the WSJ lexicon. Only the syntactic rule probabilities are derived from the WSJ corpus; however, Nguyen et al. (2012) showed that a parser trained only on a GCG-reannotated WSJ corpus can achieve state-of-the-art parsing accuracy for unbounded dependencies in a variety of domains (news, narrative, etc). This finding suggests the distribution of unbounded dependencies in the WSJ corpus is representative of the distribution of English unbounded dependencies as a whole.

The same probability model given in this paper can be used to account for the findings of Staub (2007) that readers do not mistakenly attach fillers to unaccusative verbs (e.g., erupt). Since unaccusative verbs cannot take an NP argument, the probability of erupt inducing an NP transitive interpretation is $0.17 \cdot 0.0/2.6 = 0.0$.

Further, this model can account for the findings of Staub et al. (2006) regarding reading times of heavy-NP shift constructions. Though it is beyond the scope of this paper to detail the syntactic analyses that are involved, heavy-NP shift constructions are less frequent than unshifted constructions. Using a similar analysis to that given in this paper, it may be shown that this model replicates the findings of Staub et al. (2006): obligatorily transitive verbs should cause readers to slow at the inserted material in shifted constructions (because shifted constructions are less frequent than unshifted constructions) and optionally transitive verbs should cause readers to slow at the shifted NP (because the infrequency of shifted constructions outweighs all but the strongest transitive biases). Interestingly, preliminary results exploring heavy-NP shift with this model indicate that optionally transitive verbs with a transitive bias of around 87% may yield a slow-down at the inserted adverb (when compared with adverbs in unshifted, optionally transitive constructions) rather than the object noun since that optional transitive bias should outweigh the bias of intransitive constructions but not completely outweigh the preference to not shift. Such a finding was not observed by Staub et al. (2006), but their optionally transitive verbs did not approach this level of transitive bias.\footnote{A script to replicate all findings in this paper is available upon request. The replication script also confirms the preliminary heavy-NP shift analysis given here.}

The effectiveness of this model at accounting for a variety of experimental findings has potential implications for theories of human sentence processing. For example, this model assumes that subcategorization information (e.g., the number and type of required arguments) is present immediately during parsing, regardless of its regularity. In contrast, some theories of sentence processing like the Garden Path Model (Frazier, 1987) or Construal (Frazier & Clifton, 1996) posit that only regular grammatical patterns (e.g., transitive verbs) are immediately available to the parser, whereas irregular exceptions only become available during a later stage in processing. Such theories have typically been supported by findings (e.g., Pickering & Traxler, 2003, and Pickering et al., 2000) that subcategorization is not immediately used during sentence processing. While the present study does not rule out multi-stage processing models altogether, it does show that processing can make immediate use of subcategorization biases and still replicate findings which had been interpreted as showing that subcategorization is not used immediately during processing. Therefore, a pool of supporting evidence that was previously thought to strongly favor multi-stage processing models should no longer be considered to do so.

Conclusion

While it may be true that verbs have specific subcategorization preferences, this paper has shown that the overwhelming bias to propagate a gap into a verb phrase rather than a prepositional phrase sibling will override all but the strongest subcategorization preferences during online processing. In fact, an optionally transitive verb would have to appear with a PP 6.5 times for every 1 NP (87% intransitive bias) in order to have an even chance of inducing a PP complement interpretation compared with an NP complement interpretation. This work, therefore, provides quantitative evidence in support of recent suggestions (Staub et al., 2006; Staub, 2007; Arai & Keller, 2013) that previous findings of reader insensitivity to verb subcategorization preference may be due to the frequencies of the syntactic configurations involved. This finding highlights the need to account for frequency at multiple levels of processing rather than simply in terms of lexical biases.
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